GEYSER TIMER DEVICE

- The device can make the existing thermostat Time Aware.
- Automatically turning the geyser setting to user specified position, avoiding unnecessary heating of water especially in winter nights.
- A range of settings to choose from that fits a user’s lifestyle for example turn the geyser to Full at 6:00 AM, to Pilot at 9:30 AM, to Warm at 1:00 PM, to Pilot at 2:30 PM, to Full at 5:00 PM, to Off at 10:00 PM etc.
- It can save 20% to 30% of gas consumption resulting in lesser gas bills.
- Easy installation of the device on the existing thermostat with no or minimal changes.
- The device operates on ordinarily available Alkaline AA batteries.
- Keeping the current energy crises and gas conservation in view, SNGPL is offering the device to its valuable consumers at no profit basis with easy payment options of up to 12 installments.
- Being a pilot project, a limited quantity of the device may be offered on first come first serve basis.

*terms and conditions apply.

Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited

For further information and/or to give consent to get the device, please contact on 042-99204581 or gtd.hse@sngpl.com.pk
Report Gas Thieves on 042-99202432 OR Gas leakage, immediately Call our Helpline 1199

www.sngpl.com.pk